**INCREASED RIGIDITY**

- A titanium net is molded together with the carbon fiber on the down tube to protect the frame from possible impacts with stones and material thrown by the front wheel
- Improved impact resistance and frame lifetime

Bikes with this technology:
all Methanol SL; SX and FS

---

**TRIPLE WALL TUBE**

- The down tube features a further inner carbon blade that makes up two separate bondless chambers
- Increased strength and rigidity to weight ratio
- Improved ride control

Bikes with this technology:
all Methanol SL; SX and FS

---

**ERI-PLATE®**

- Reinforcement carbon ribs are embedded into the main tubes profiles
- Increased torsional stiffness of the head tube and the Bottom Bracket area
- The crank-frame interface becomes stronger

Bikes with this technology:
all Methanol SL; SX and FS

---

**TITANIUM PROTECTION**

- A titanium net is molded together with the carbon fiber on the down tube to protect the frame from possible impacts with stones and material thrown by the front wheel
- Improved impact resistance and frame lifetime

Bikes with this technology:
all Methanol SL; FS
**SHOCK ABSORBING STAYS**

- Special designed stays with “S” shape and laminated with carbon/glass fibers enhance absorption of vertical shocks on the rear stays without weakening torsional stiffness
- Increased power transmission

Bikes with this technology: all Methanol, Ethanol and all Jab

---

**ASYMETRICAL REAR STAYS**

- Optimized rear stays design to obtain a very compact and reactive rear triangle without sacrificing the chainline clearance. It fits different chainrings combinations and it is optimized to improve power transmission on the driveside
- Increased power reactivity and pedalling performance

Bikes with this technology: all Methanol
Fast, light and aggressive. Our Cross Country bikes are designed to offer optimal performance for professional racers and anyone who wants to enjoy a thrilling ride in the woods. The XC Bianchi frames are built to offer maximum power transfer combined with stability and precise handling.

**METHANOL 29.1 FS** SRAM XX1 1X11SP
CODE: YLBS7 / COLOUR: IH
REAR SHOCK: Fox Float DPS Factory Kashima Remote
FORK: Fox 32 Float 29" Factory Kashima remote 100 mm
WHEELS 1: DT Swiss XR 1501 Spline 29"
WHEELS 2: CrankBrothers Cobalt 11 29"

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON WWW.BIANCHI.COM
METHANOL 29.0 SL XTR DI2 2X11SP

METHANOL SX

METHANOL 29.4 SX SRAM X01/X1 1X11SP

CODE: YLB2 / COLOUR: 1H / 3Z / FORK: Fox 32 Float 29” Performance 100mm / OPTION FORK: T Team rigid carbon fork 29” / WHEELS 1: Crankbrothers Cobalt 1 29”
ETHANOL 27.1 SX2 DISC SHIMANO XT 2X11SP

CODE: YLB75 / COLOUR: 1R / FORK: Fox 32 Float 27,5” Performance 100mm / WHEELS 1: Sunringle Helix TR25 Tubeless Ready 27.5"
JAB 27.1 SHIMANO XT 2X11SP

CODE: YL866  /  COLOUR: 1P / 14 / 2H  /  FORK: Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5" 100mm  /  WHEELS 1: Wtb XC21 TCS
KUMA 27.1 SHIMANO DEORE/ALIVIO 3X9SP

CODE: YLB97 / COLOUR: T4 / 2Y / 6T / 6J / FORK: Suntour XCM RL DS 27.5” 100mm / WHEELS 1: AlexRims MD17
DUEL 27.0 ACERA/ALTUS 3X8SP HYDR DISC
CODE: YLBW4 / COLOUR: 7D / 7I / 7J / FORK: SR Suntour XCT HLO DS 27.5" 100mm / WHEELS 1: AlexRims MD17
TRAIL

The Bianchi Trail bikes offer the great riding ability of a XC bike combined with a specifically designed geometry that gives excellent bike control. Bianchi Trial bikes are ideal for Marathon events or all-day rides in the mountains.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON WWW.BIANCHI.COM
ETHANOL 27.1 FS TRAIL SHIMANO XT 2X11SP

**CODE:** YLB85 / **COLOUR:** 3V / **REAR SHOCK:** Fox Float DPS 130mm / **FORK:** Fox 34 Float 27.5" Performance 130mm / **WHEELS 1:** DT Swiss Spline M1900 27.5"
JAB 27.1 FS TRAIL SRAM GX 2X10SP

**CODE:** YLBA1  /  **COLOUR:** 3R  /  **REAR SHOCK:** Rock Shox Monarch RT 190/51mm 130mm  /  **FORK:** Rock Shox Sektor Gold RL 27.5" 130mm  /  **WHEELS:** Sunringle Helix TR27 Tubeless Ready 27.5
JAB 27.1 PLUS DISC SRAM GX1 1X11SP

CODE: YLB1F / COLOUR: 7L / 6J / FORK: Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5+ 120mm / WHEELS 1: Wtb Scraper i45 27.5"
E-JAB 27.5” FS TRAIL SHIMANO XT/SLX 10SP

**CODE:** YKB78 / **COLOUR:** G9 / **REAR SHOCK:** Rock Shox Monarch RT 190/51mm / **FORK:** Rock Shox Sektor Gold RL 27.5” 130mm

**WHEELS 1:** Sunringlé Helix 25 Tubeless Ready 27.5” / **MOTOR UNIT:** Bosch Performance Generation II, 36V 250W down tube battery 400Wh, 11Ah. Charging time: 50% ~1,5h / 100% ~3,5h

E-JAB 27.5” PLUS SHIMANO XT 10SP

**CODE:** YLBL4 / **COLOUR:** 2R / **FORK:** Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5+ 120mm / **WHEELS 1:** Wtb Scraper i45 27.5”

**MOTOR UNIT:** Yamaha, 36V 250W down tube battery 400Wh, 11Ah. Charging time: 50% ~1,5h / 100% ~3,5h
The modern Bianchi Enduro bikes are designed for fast, exciting multi-use riding. We design the bikes so you can easily reach the summit of every climb and then provide the best performance on the descents. The suspension offers superb, trusted performance for fast, adrenaline-fueled descending.

FIND SPECS AND GEOMETRIES ON WWW.BIANCHI.COM
ETHANOL 27.1 FS ENDURO SRAM X01/X1 1X11SP

CODE: YLB90 / COLOUR: 3Q / REAR SHOCK: Fox Float X Elite 150mm / FORK: Fox 36 Float 27.5" Performance 160mm / WHEELS 1: Wtb ASYM 23 27.5"
ETHANOL 27.1 SX2 DISC SHIMANO XT 2X11SP
CODE: YLB75 / COLOUR: 1R
FORK: Fox 32 Float 27.5” Performance 100mm
WHEELS 1: Sunriglé Helix TR25 Tubeless Ready 27.5”

ETHANOL 27.2 SX2 DISC SRAM GX 2X10SP
CODE: YLB76 / COLOUR: 6M / 3Q
FORK: Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5” 100mm
WHEELS 1: Sunriglé Helix TR25 Tubeless Ready 27.5”

ETHANOL 27.3 SX2 DISC SHIMANO XT/DEORE 2X10SP
CODE: YLB86 / COLOUR: 1R / 6M / 6J
FORK: Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5” 100mm
WHEELS 1: Sunriglé Helix TR25 Tubeless Ready 27.5”

ETHANOL 27 SX2 SIZES: 15 / 17 / 19 / 21”

JAB 29.1 SHIMANO XT 2X11SP
CODE: YLB67 / COLOUR: 1P / 14 / 2H
FORK: Rock Shox Reba RL 29” 100mm
WHEELS 1: WTB XC21 TCS Tubeless Ready 29”

JAB 27.1 SHIMANO XT 2X11SP
CODE: YLB66 / COLOUR: 1P / 14 / 2H
FORK: Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5” 100mm
WHEELS 1: WTB XC21 TCS

JAB 29.2 SHIMANO XT/SLX 2X10SP
CODE: YLB85 / COLOUR: 2H / 1P / 6J
FORK: Rock Shox Recon Silver TK 29” 100mm
WHEELS 1: WTB XC21 TCS Tubeless Ready 29”

JAB 27.2 SHIMANO XT/SLX 2X10SP
CODE: YLB86 / COLOUR: 2H / 1P / 6J
FORK: Rock Shox Recon Silver TK 27.5” 100mm
WHEELS 1: WTB XC21 TCS

JAB 29.3 SHIMANO XT/DEORE 3X10SP
CODE: YLB87 / COLOUR: 14 / GP
FORK: Rock Shox 30 Silver TK 29” 100mm
WHEELS 1: WTB XC21 TCS Tubeless Ready 29”

JAB 27.3 SHIMANO XT/DEORE 3X10SP
CODE: YLB88 / COLOUR: 14 / GP
FORK: Rock Shox 30 Silver TK 27.5” 100mm
WHEELS 1: WTB XC21 TCS

JAB 29 SIZES: 17 / 19 / 21”
JAB 27 SIZES: 15 / 17 / 19 / 21”

KUMA 29.0 SHIMANO DEORE 3X10SP
CODE: YLB11 / COLOUR: 12 / 6R
FORK: SR Suntour XCM RL 29” 100mm
WHEELS 1: AlexRims MD17
**KUMA 27.0** SHIMANO DEORE 3X10SP  
**CODE:** YLBW4 / **COLOUR:** 7D / 7I / 7J  
**FORK:** SR Suntour XCT RL DS 27.5" 100mm  
**WHEELS:** 1: AlexRims MD17

**KUMA 27.1** SHIMANO DEORE/ALIVIO 3X9SP  
**CODE:** YLBW1 / **COLOUR:** T4 / 2Y / 6T / 6J  
**FORK:** SR Suntour XCM RL DS 27.5" 100mm  
**WHEELS:** 1: AlexRims MD17

**KUMA 27.2** SHIMANO DEORE/ALTUS 3X9SP  
**CODE:** YLBW2 / **COLOUR:** T4 / 2Y / 6T / 6J  
**FORK:** SR Suntour XCM RL DS 27.5" 100mm  
**WHEELS:** 1: AlexRims MD17

**KUMA 27.3** SHIMANO ACERA/ALTUS 3X8SP MECH. DISC  
**CODE:** YLBW3 / **COLOUR:** 2Y / G2 / 6T / 6J  
**FORK:** SR Suntour XCM RL DS 27.5" 100mm  
**WHEELS:** 1: AlexRims X2200

**KUMA 27.4** SHIMANO ACERA/ALTUS 3X8SP V-BRAKE  
**CODE:** YLBW4 / **COLOUR:** 2Y / G2 / 6T / 6J  
**FORK:** SR Suntour XCM RL DS 27.5" 100mm  
**WHEELS:** 1: AlexRims X2200

**KUMA 29.0** SHIMANO DEORE/ALIVIO 3X9SP  
**CODE:** YLBW5 / **COLOUR:** T4 / 2Y / 6T / 6J  
**FORK:** SR Suntour XCT RL DS 29" 100mm  
**WHEELS:** 1: AlexRims MD17

**KUMA 27 SIZES:** 17 / 19 / 21"  
**KUMA 29 SIZES:** 17 / 19 / 21"
**JAB PLUS**

- **JAB 27.0 PLUS DISC SHIMANO XT 2X11SP**
  - **CODE:** YLB1E / **COLOUR:** 7L
  - **Fork:** Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5+ / 120mm
  - **Wheels 1:** Wtb Scraper i45 27.5"

- **JAB 27.1 PLUS DISC SRAM GX1 1X11SP**
  - **CODE:** YLB1G / **COLOUR:** 7L / 3Q
  - **Fork:** Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5+ / 120mm
  - **Wheels 1:** Wtb Scraper i45 27.5"

- **JAB 27.2 PLUS DISC SHIMANO XT/SLX 2X10SP**
  - **CODE:** YLB1G / **COLOUR:** 7L / 3Q
  - **Fork:** Rock Shox Reba RL 27.5+ / 120mm
  - **Wheels 1:** Wtb Scraper i45 27.5"

**E-JAB FS**

- **E-JAB 27.5" FS SHIMANO XT 10SP**
  - **CODE:** YKB79 / **COLOUR:** 6Q
  - **Rear Shock:** Rock Shox Monarch RT 190/51mm 130mm
  - **Fork:** Rock Shox Sektor Silver TK 27.5" Solo Air 120mm
  - **Wheels 1:** Wtb ASYM i23 27.5"
  - **Motor Unit:** Bosch Performance Generation II

- **E-JAB 27.5" FS TRAIL SHIMANO SLX 10SP**
  - **CODE:** YKB78 / **COLOUR:** 6Q
  - **Rear Shock:** Rock Shox Monarch RT 190/51mm 130mm
  - **Fork:** Rock Shox Sektor Gold RL 27.5" 130mm
  - **Wheels 1:** Sunringlé Helix 25 Tubeless Ready 27.5"
  - **Motor Unit:** Bosch Performance Generation II

- **E-JAB 27.5" FS TRAIL SHIMANO XT MIX 10SP**
  - **CODE:** YLB1I / **COLOUR:** 6Q
  - **Rear Shock:** Rock Shox Monarch RT 190/51mm 130mm
  - **Fork:** Rock Shox Sektor Silver TK 27.5" 130mm
  - **Wheels 1:** Sunringlé Helix 25 Tubeless Ready 27.5"
  - **Motor Unit:** Bosch Performance Generation II

- **E-JAB 27 FS**
  - **Sizes:** 17 / 19 / 21"

**ETHANOL 27 FS TRAIL**

- **Sizes:** 15 / 17 / 19 / 21"

**ETHANOL 27 FS ENDURO**

- **Sizes:** 15 / 17 / 19 / 21"

**JAB 27 FS TRAIL**

- **Sizes:** 17 / 19 / 21"

**JAB 27 PLUS**

- **Sizes:** 15 / 17 / 19 / 21"